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CHAPTER I
STATEL4EHT AîîD DEFINITION OF THE PR0BLEÎ4
2Î. I M SjHââZ*

The purpose of this paper

Is to determine the Intensity of the discipline problem in
grades four through eight in schools throughout Western
Montana $ r
This study may give Montana teachers and adminis
trators some information about the discipline problem which
will be helpful*
Most educational leaders are aware of the importance
of a well disciplined school and will agree that discipline
as a school problem plays an Important role in the educative
process.
Definition of the -problem« Sheviakov Indicates that
the word discipline has different meanings and gives the
following four most common meanings, out of eight meanings
listed in Webster*s Dictionary:
a.
The treaWent suited to a disciple or learnerj
ication development of the faculties by instructing
educations
and exerci
îlse.
b. Training to act in accordance with established
rules I accustoming to systematic and regular action; drill.
c. Subjection to rule; sutsnissiveness to order and
control; control; habit of obedience.

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

d.
Correction; chastisement Inflicted by way of
correction and training; hence training through suffering»!
In view of the fact that discipline holds a different meaning
for different individuals. It can quite readily be seen where
confusion will arise in people's thinking about discipline»2
Internal discinline. Internal discipline means such
control as the Individual Imposes on himself.

This type of

discipline relates to the growth of the individual; for as
the child matures, external control is relaxed and the child
assumes mere and more the responsibility for his own actions.
This is continued until the time when the child becomes of
age, when he is entirely responsible, and when he is ex
pected to conform to the standards of the society in which
he lives»
External discipline. By external discipline we mean
the imposition of the will of one person, or group, upon
another person, or group.

External discipline to a great

extent denies the freedom of the individual.

This paper

will more or less be concerned with the external type of
discipline, however, we must keep in mind that internal and
^George V. Sheviakov and Fritz Hedl, Discipline for
Today's Children and Youth, Washington 6, D. C.: Depart
ment of Supervision and Curriculum Development, N.E.A.,
19^, p#
* p*
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external discipline are closely related.

3
External discipline

Is actually a gradual process of teaching the child In such
a way that as he matures he will develop Into a normal, selfdisciplined Individual. (The question now arises, what methods
shall we use in disciplining the youth of our nation?

There

Is no cut and dried answer to this question, but In the fol
lowing chapter are some of the changing concepts concerning
dlsclnllne, taken to a large extent from Harris*s3 study,
which have been practiced throughout the history of our
nation.
Erevlew qZ.

or^ajilxatlQn ^

I M remainder ^

the

thesis. The content of the following chapters is (1) a
brief history of the changing concepts of discipline up to
the present time; (2) the procedure used in collecting data;
(3) the Intensity and nature of the discipline problem in
Western Montana concerning the classroom, playground, and
hall or corridor in the light of our present concepts and
methods concerning discipline; (*+) the various types and
methods of punishment administered; (5) the over-all rela
tionship of the administrator, teacher, pupil, and community
concerning discipline including their nature and purpose in
our present society; (6) comparison of classroom problems
between teachers with few years experience and those with
3pickens S. Harris, Changing; Concertions of School
Dlscinline. ,^ew York* The Mac^lillan Cmpany, 19^*
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h

many5 comparison of classroom problems between teachers with
small home-rocmis and those with large ones 5 and (7 ) a snomary
of the findings and possible conclusions*
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CIUPTSH II
CHANGING COÎTCSPTS OF DISCIPLITCE
Much has hoen written concerning the historical de
velopment of our present system of education and in order
to understand clearly the present concepts concerning school
discipline, it is important to have some knowledge of this
historical development and the part it has played in in
fluencing our present concepts and ideas »
The early concepts regarding control of children are
well stated by Karris 8
In very early societies the control of children
consisted mainly in arbitrary methods of transmitting
the system of beliefs, mores, and follcways which were
prized by the adult group but which had little or no
connection with practical pursuits or the related
habits and skills learned by the young through partici
pation* During these earlier stages of social develop
ment the learning of skills end knowledge useful in
life activities seems to have been incidental to ob
jective pursuit, thus allowing interest and felt
functional worth to the child; whereas there persisted
the assumption that mores, liturgies, and superstitions
of adults should be arbitrarily impressed* There is
evidence of this twofold division of pupil control,
particularly during the period of ancient civilizations*
Mild, humane treatment and an absence of rewards seem
to have characterized Intellectual education, while
arbitrary methods were used in producing moral con
formity* Before the rise of mass education, when the
functions of acq^sltion and moral development were
separately delegated to different teachers, it was quite
generally believed among leaders that punishment was
ineffective in promoting learning and was justified
only in moral matters*^
^larris,

jsll*, pp. 13-14.
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There were among the leaders of educational thought
and practice# many who# all along# had vigorously denounced
severe means of prcmioting learning.

Among these were Anselm#

Gerson, Vlttorlno da Feltre, Erasmus# Montaigne, Katke#
Coramenlus# 8t# Cyran# Locke# Hoole# Sir Richard Steele,
Rousseau# and Pestalozzl,^
This would perhaps lead one to assume that the modern
progressive ideas on promoting learning are not entirely new
and that the chief progress has been in adopting the prac
tices of those disciplinary concepts which recognize the right
and freedom of the individual.
At the beginning of the present system of education#
control referred to forceful methods of obtaining obedience.
Cruel systems of punishment were employed and the one most
used was that of corporal punishment.^

As illustrated in a

quotation from Harris on school discipline#
The teacher told the whole class to write four
lines. If# in looking around, he found anyone who had
written his lines before the time was over# he thrashed
him for writing too fast. If he had written none# he
whipped him for laziness. When the copies were done, they
all passed in procession with them through a narrow gang
way# quite equivalent to running the gauntlet, as the
teacher stood ready with a blow upon the utterance of
a single word.7
^Q. A. kuehner. The Evolution
the Modern Concent
School Discipline# University of Pennsylvania# 1913# pp* 13-35*
%arris, ££. M^.# p. 18.
7Harris# qxl* cit.# p. 18; "The Boston Schools One Hundred
Years Ago,” quoted in
Emc England Har.azl.ne. July# 1902#
p. 636.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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It seems quite evident that at the out-set of our
elementary system of education the basic doctrine was for the
teacher to command and for the child to obey.
Corporal punislriment was used extensively in our early
schools and it was the general belief that order came first
in the classroom and then learning.

Tradition played an

important part in our educative process as shown by Karriss
The system was based on traditional practices and
an existing morality which was identified with religious
authority and which presumed to control, in the interest
of heavenly sanctions, the total range of the child's
responses.S
As religious instruction gave way to state control of
education and the public school became predominant, there
was an increasing awareness of the confusion and pathetic
conditions prevalent in the schools.

There were those who

proclaimed stricter discipline os the solution, and then
there were others more liberal and conservative in their
views, as Harris states ;
Acccaapanying the change in social life, particularly
the growth of a spirit of freedom and increased inter
communication, there was what was regarded as a wave
of insubordination In the schools and a correlative
decrease in the effectiveness of customary methods
of control. Attempts to solve the problems of more
effective control by a renewal of emphasis upon trad
itional methods of stern discipline met with failure.
Conservative and liberal thinkers were equally certain
that their respective theories of more rigid control
and increased freedom should improve the situation.
The introduction of milder methods was attained at the

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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expense of considerable discussion of a controversial
character and great persistence of older views and
methods of control. With the gradual adoption of
milder methods a more tolerable situation was achieved.
But because the formulation of a new conception of
control was neither widely prevalent nor explicit, the
change was mainly a negative achievement- being a
mitigation of the evils of existing practices rather
than a positive reconstruction of procedure. The prin
cipal change seems to have been in the methods by which
the usual results of prompt obedience and conformity
were to be attained rather than in the results them
selves. This deeper change was to occur later.9
The situation in the schools during the first two
decades of public elementary education, prior to I89O, was
quite serious.

The topic of pupil control became dcminant

in discussion and thought among educational leaders and many
laymen, who were aroused by controversies on* one or another
aspect of the problem.

Due to new social conditions and

attitudes of society an effort was made to substitute milder
means of achieving control, while seeking the same results of
prompt oonfoimiity to the demands of adults.

So far, then, the

development shows a general decline in the theoretical sup
remacy of rewards and punishments and only a beginning of
their decrease in practice.
During the two decades prior to 1890 the issue was
forced concerning the separation of the church and state.

The

period as a whole represents an effort to discover a more
adequate conception of control than existed and to put theory
^Harris,

cit., p. 67 .

^%arrls, SR* ctt., p. 70 .
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Into practice
During the latter part of the period there vas a grow
ing recognition of the possibilities of moral control through
intellectual activities.

The justification of newly added

subjects was In their improveîaent of control or in the de
velopment of desired character traits, with emphasis usually
upon the formation of habits which were supposed to have a
general value, The influence of Pestalozai and Froebel
can be found in the mixture of justifications of new curricu
lum materials.

Considering this period as a whole, the fol

lowing factors as listed by Harris appear in relation to
controls
1* An effort to discover the social basis of moral
control
2.
Theoretical beginnings of emphasis upon the
active character of the child
3* Recognition of the possibility of using instruc
tional materials as a means of securing conformity and
of producing "moral" habits
4. Demand for a broader interpretation of school
discipline
5* Recognition that authoritative control failed
to secure the needed civic virtues and thus to check
the increase of crime
6* Recognition of an increased efficacy of control
based on less show of authority and an increased sym
pathy between teacher and pupil
p. 133.
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7» A tendencyf by reaction to the harsh discipline
of conformity, to emphasize freedom as mere physical
uncons tralnt •
With the kindergarten movement came a growing recog
nition of the child’s active capacities.

This same movement

also called attention to the close relation between the in
tellectual and moral factors of gro^rth.
At the turn of the last century there was an increas
ing tendency to regard a number of factors as influential
in character formation, such as the teacher, methods of teach
ing, school life, and the usual discipline of authority.
The movements, conceptions, and proposals which became
apparent during the first part of the 20th century indicate
the following developments in relation to the moral control
of children in the elementary schools ;
1, A wide recognition, on the basis of data collected,
of certain imnoral bearings of physical repression,
denial of bodily movement, arbitrary orderliness, punish
ment, and the like
2*

An increased syaipatîxy for childhood

3. Some practical recognition of the demand that
guidance be provided for the active and emotional, as
well as the intellectual, phases of conduct
4. A theoretical emphasis upon overt action both as
a factor in control and as a manifestation of normal
mental development
5# An emphasis upon attention to Individual differ
ences and the avoidance of mass treatiaent.
^%arris, 2^.

, p. 135-
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6# The demand that subjects be made over in terms
of children's interests as a factor in moral control
7* Recognition of the importance of play and various
forms of group activity as factors in control
8. A tendency to regard matters of right and wrong
freaa the point of view of the child and in relation to
specific acts rather than in relation to fixed standards
9* An extension of the theoretical emphasis upon the
directive influence of diverse environmental factors and
a negation of the assumed prepotency of fixed hereditary
predisposition toward perversity or goodness*13
These movements, conceptions, and proposals have been
expanded and have grovm in intensity• The progressive ideas
of educators today are much the same as those listed above #
As in the past, discipline at present still refers to
direct, authoritative methods employed by the teacher In
maintaining conformity to requirements and there is evidence
which indicates that there is still a definite need for this
kind of disciplining of children in school end at home.
Our present system of education has progressed rapidly
in many various forms over the past half century.

In some

cases it has gone to the extreme in allowing the child more
freedom and responsibility than he Is able to assume.

In other

cases we still find some influence of the strict disciplined
school, but the factors of authority and freedom will ever be
present in the education system.

^Harris, jspt, cit., p. 226
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CHAPTER III
METHOD OF RESEARCH USED
Th.0 principal method of research used in this study
was the questionnaire • The reason for selecting this method
was that it provided the best available means of obtaining
the necessary information*

Personal interviews with adminis

trators and teachers also provided information pertinent to
this study*
Two hundred and fifty questionnaires (see Appendix A) 'V
were sent Indirectly to teachers throughout Western Montana*
Approximately 60 per cent, or one hundred and fifty question
naires were returned.
In selecting the schools for distribution of the ques
tionnaire, only the larger schools were considered.

This was

due to the attempt to Include most of the areas where children
are centrally located, whereby, each questionnaire returned
would represent a larger number of children*
The following two pages contain Maps I and II* Map I
indicates the counties represented and also the twenty-seven
towns frcœa which returns were received.

Map II iruiicates the

four counties where sufficient returns were received to
warrant individual consideration.

The reader will also note

that the counties covered are mainly west of the divide*
Due to the residence of the author of this paper in this

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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15
locality* It was possible to contact and Interview many ad
ministrators and teachers In the area which this study covers.
Perhaps the greatest benerit to the author of this paper
was the cooperation and keen Interest displayed by adminis
trators and teachers in the problem of discipline itself.
.

The over-all picture seems to Indicate that it is a

problem with which most administrators and teachers are con
cerned.

No matter how slight the discipline problem is, it

Is still a problem to be dealt with Intelligently and with
an understanding of the needs and growth of the child.
The problems listed In the questionnaire were selected
after careful consideration was given to the type of disci
pline probl^s Indicated most prcminent by authorities In
the field of discipline.
Due to the nature of the questionnaire sent out, no
school or individual will be mentioned in connection with the
facts presented in this study, which were given in confidence*
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CIÎAPTSR IV
DISCIPLIÎIS IN RELATION TC THE CLASSR0Q4
jÊsnjæsl*

Th# problem of discipline In the

classroom is perhaps much greater than that on the playground
or in the halls because the child spends the greater part of
his school time in the classroom*

The counseling and guid

ance, which must be assumed to a great extent in the elemen
tary school by the teacher, must include the discipline of
the child*
The wise teacher, through counseling and guidance, will
attempt to prevent disciplinary problems from arising, rather
than resort to physical and mental punishment as a means of
forcing the child, through fear, to conform to classroom
standards «
Classroom discipline in Missoula y Flathead, and Ravalli

zIsh st

f-omllLea In

Me stern Montana* Only the counties from which a fair number
of returns were received are viewed separately In this study.
From Missoula County,

questionnaires were returned ; 29 from

Flathead Countyj and 20 from Ravalli County*

In Chapter IX,

Sanders County with l6 returns is also viewed separately, but
is eliminated from this part of the study, except as a part of
the over-all view because of the few returns received.
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Of all the offenses listed, very few teachers con
sidered any of them Intense*

Perhaps this would indicate that

teachers in rating themselves have portrayed the picture of
discipline in their schools as they would like It to appear,
rather than as it really exists*
The reader must keep in mind the fact that the follow
ing information merely indicates in questionnaires the op
inions of 15^0 teachers throughout Western Montana*
Tables 1, II, and III show the intensity of classroom
discipline In Missoula, Flathead, and Ravalli Counties*
Table IV gives an over-all view of the twelve counties in
Western Montana*

These tables Indicate the types of prob

lems and the number of teachers who rated each as (1) intense,
(2) moderate, (3) slight, and (4) unnoticed*
Disobedience to teacher rules.

There was no great

difference among the counties, as shown in Tables I, II, and
III, concerning the problem of disobedience to teacher rules*
In each instance over half of the responses indicated that
the problem was slight.

This was also the case in the over

all view of the twelve counties*
Truancy. As Indicated by Western Montana teachers,
truancy does not seem to present a serious problem.

The only

significant difference was the indication that Missoula and
Flathead Counties were rated slightly lower in intensity.
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TABLE I
DISCIPLINE IN TEE CLASSR0QÎ4
IN MISSOULA COUNTY

o
us
&
•8

disobedience
(teacher rules)

%O
Ti

&o

....w—. a - ' - a _

n

s

& 1 2

Thoughtiessly
drawing pictures

«0 a
A
o *0
CJ •rbiO
c o r-i
^
^
^

•g
wO
+»
o
^

Tiuancy

____1 _ â i k

Boisterousness

Bossiness

____2 22 Ik

Biting finger
nails

Cowardice

JLJt2Zll

— .—

13. 31

Lying

Violent tŒüper

_i _& 21

—ml

IZ.

Moving around
the room

_ 1 1 1 1 2 12

Playing with
objects
Cheating
Moving a foot
up and down
Bullying
Looking about
without cause

m

32 _3i

_i _2 im 12
-2 J & l i ^
____3

1É

Obscenity
Tapping with,
pencil

Cruelty

1 1 2 Ik

Destructiveness
(property)

____k 22 Ik

Bluffing

____â 22 12

Coughing, clear
ing the throat,
loud breathing
and sneezing

Negligence
(school work)

-JL 12 23 m-2

_ 1 _ 1 2 6 12

2 _2 3k

Impudent

9 5 ?ç> IB

1 _6 lâ

Stealing

-3. 12 18

J ealousy-envy
hate

12 H

_2 -2 12 22

1 11 32

Shirking duty

1 -1 22 11

Insubordination

_-115 22

(Each offense represents a
total of
responses.)
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TABLE II
DISCIPLIÎÏE IN THE CLAS3R0a<î
IN FLATHEAD COUNTY

s

o
w
0
C>

(d

Ia IrI
4
% to

1è

Ml

Disobedience
(teacher rules)

, —5

l2 «5

M

TîiougHtles sly
drawing pictures

O
43
(0
U
<D

•g

43
Xi
W)
•H
r4
to

■os

•H
43

o

15 «5

Truancy

____2 «2 12

Boisterousness

Bossiness

____k 11 Ik

Biting finger
nails

Cowardice

3 12 ait

_____12 12

Lying

Violent temper

1 12 11

_1_2 111k

Playing with
objects

«1 12

-JL

Cheating

______ â

_2

Moving a foot
up and down

____2 _Z IS

Bullying

____ 3 12 lit

Looking about
without cause

_2 là 12 _1

Moving around
the room

^

12 11 ^

_2 jit 12 _1

Obscenity

â21

Tapping with
pencil

3 lit 12

Stealing

2 JZ22

Cruelty

1 _5 23

Impudent

3_â22

Coughing, clear

Destructiveness
(property)

_ l J t 13 11

Bluffing

____it IS 12

J ealcusy-envy
hate

______ 1 1 2

Negligence
(school work)

_

ing the throat$
loud breathing
and sneezing
_
Shirking duty

m

lâ 11 _

Insubordination ___

-2 12
__2 12 -Z
12 12

(Each offense represents a
total of 29 responses*)
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TABLE III
DISCIPLIKE IH THE CLASSROOM
IR RAVALLI COUNTY

9

•9

%
O

4»

9

nil

§
®
g
M

ibiso'bedlence
(teacher rules)

____2 11 m2

Thou^tXe 3sl;jr
drawing pictures

Truancy

MM

12

Bolsterouanesa

Bossiness

^ 1$ .^

Biting Yinger-nails

Cowardice

_______ 113,

Violent temper

m1

Playing with
objects
Cheating

m2

m 1 m2

____â i i
12

mJL «It

Moving a foot
up and down

,.,1 -,3

Bullying

MM. m2

Looking about
without cause

,,..6 H

m 1 m1

H

m2

,-3
m2

12
MMM

Destructiveness
(property)
Bluffing
Jealousy-envy
hate
Negligence
(school work)

_X
____ït_âlfl

Lying

8

$«I

-H

®

W» "o

"8 a a
a w £3

•Jt U

_

31- 1

mJZ,

mJL MM

Moving around
the room

-St

—3i —â

Obscenity

J L m E m J212

Tapping with
pencil

mmm,

Stealing

j l j l j

mmS.mjè.
L

iz

Cruelty
Impudent

«a m2 m 2 m 2

Coughing, clear*ing the throat,
loud breathing
and sneezing
«1 -it -2 «2
Shirking duty

m2 m1

Insubordination

- 2 mX - S m2

1 2 mm .

(Each offense represents a
total of 20 responses*)
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TABIJE IV
DISCIPLim IN THE CLASSROOM
IN WESTERN MONTANA

tej
o
«8
*H
% bo g
"S s s
SÎ CQ ÎD
û>

8
0
^
M

«
w

Thoughtles sly
drawing pictures^ 3îi 3Z

_ 11 M -21
Bossiness
- 1 2 3 6 2 -5 2
Cowardice
I h Z 125
Violent temper J t l 2 55 ^

Boisterousness

Playing with
objects

22 2k k 5 -11

Cheating

-2 23 Z2: - M

Moving a foot
up and down

_5L 33kk-21

Bullying
looking about
without cause

13 2 2 -6 5
22 6 t k 2 - 1 3

Destructiveness
(property)
-5
Bluffing
J ealousy-envy
hate
Negligence
(school work)

26 6 2 -5 2

_1 22 22 -52
-5 1 2 62-66
- 6 2k 6 1 —2

•ri
4»
Q

a

jbisobedlence
(teacher rules) -â 3k 2 2 -3 5
Truancy

•os

'
28

2SL hÂ 21 -^1

Biting finger
nails
_ai2i5_za
lying
Moving around
the room

l â l 2 5S_2â

Obscenity

_1 _2 22 101

Tapping with
pencil

_2 2 f i a _ S Z

Stealing
Cruelty

Impudent

_Z1SÉ2_Z1

CoughingI clear
ing the throatf
loud breathing
and sneezing
^

Shirking duty

il 22

89

«2 3k 26 -33

Insubordination ^

56

8^

(Each offense represents a
total of 150 responses#)
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concerning the problem of truancy » than the rest of the wes
tern part of the state.
Bossiness. Bossiness was rated to a groat extent as
slight or unnoticed.

It seems to Indicate little real signi

ficance as a classroom problem *
Cowardice, two-thirds of the teachers rated cowardice
as unnoticed and a little under one-third rated it as slight,
this seems to indicate that many teachers do not consider '
cowardice as a serious probl@n in school discipline.
yiolent; teRoer. Violent temper does not seem to pre
sent a great problem as indicated by teachers throughout West
ern Montana.

In the main, it was rated as slight or unnoticed.

Blaring with obieets. As a school problem, playing
with objects was rated by approximately one-half of the
teachers throughout Western Montana as moderate.

This was

indicated in the three counties viewed separately as well
as in the over-all view of Western Montana, except for
Flathead County where approximately two-thirds of the teachers
rated this problem as moderate.
Cheating.

Out of 150 teachers, 77 rated cheating as

slight throughout Western Montana and approximately one-third
rated it as unnoticed.

This would indicate that cheating, as

a school problem, is in evidence in approximately two-thirds
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of our classrocaaa In Western Montana*
Shuffling feet. Prom all Indications the shuffling of
feet does not constitute too great a problem*

Almost one-

half of the Western Montana teachers rated It as unnoticed
and approximately one-third rated it as slight#
Bullying * Bullying was rated to a great extent as
either slight or unnoticed*

Cut of 1$C Western Montana teach

ers, 70 rated it as slight*

This seems to indicate that it

is a noticeable problem in Western Montana schools#
liGSklm Abmt
out of

SimSJl*

xn Missoula County* 19

teachers rated looking about without cause as

moderate and 18 out of

rated it as slight*

In the overall

view* 68 out of 150 teadbers rated it as moderate and 49 rated
it as slight*

This seems to indicate that Missoula County is

less intense* concerning this problem* than is Western Montana
from an over-all view*
Destructiveness (nronerty). * Destructiveness does not
present too great a problem for Western Montana teachers#
Out of 150 teachers represented in this study* however* 69
rated It as slight and 50 as unnoticed#
Bluffing* Out of 150 teachers* 79 rated bluffing as
slight*

This indicates that it is noticeable to some extent

in our Western Montana schools#
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j^ealoasy^Enyg-Eate. As indicated by Tables 1-IV,
jealousy, envy, and hate do not seem to present too serious
a school problem « In the main, they vere rated as slight
or unnoticed.
.C,g,gto,gl j£SX2sl*

of 150 teachers through

out Western Montana, 7^ rated negligence as moderate. Mibsoula
County teachers rated it either moderate or slight, but in
comparison with the over-all view, the teadhiers of Missoula
County seemed to consider this problem as less serious*
Thoughtlessly drawing
pictures was rated by over one-half of the teachers repre
sented in this study as slight*

This indicates that the prob

lem, although slight, is noticeable in our Western Montana
schools*
Boisterousness. Boisterousness seems to be considered
by some Western Montana teachers as a serious problem In the
classroom, being rated either moderate or slight*
Bltln% finj^emalls. Approximately one-half of the
teachers throughout Western Montana rated biting fingernails
as unnoticed * This indicates that the problem is not too
great*
Lying. Out of 150 teachers throughout Western Montana,
81 rated lying as slight*

This would indicate that it is
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noticeable to sœue extent In Western Montana schools*
Moving around the room# Fourteen teachers indicated
that children were allowed to move around the room without
permission*

In the main* however, as a problem It was rated

as either moderate or slight*
Obscenity* Approximately two-thirds of the Western
Montana teachers represented In this study rated obscenity
as unnoticed*

This may Indicate that teachers do not con

sider the problem of obscenity as too serious*
Taunlng with TPencll# In the over-all view of Western
Montana schools concerning classroom discipline, almost onehalf of the teachers rated tapping with a pencil as slight.
This Indicates that it Is merely noticeable In Western Montana
schools *
Stealing. Two-thirds, or 100 out of the 150 teachers
represented In this study, rated stealing as unnoticed end
a little less than one-third rated it as slight*

This seems

to indicate that it does not constitute an intense problem
for Western Montana teactiers*
Cruelty* Cruelty, to a great extent, was rated by
Western Montana teachers as unnoticed.

Out of 150 teachers,

111 rated it as such.
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22S2ââ23Sâ*

Impudence vas rated as slight or unnoticed.

This problem as indicated by teachers of Western Montana is
not very serious,
Resuiratorv nolse^. Out of tôie 150 teachers represent
ed in this studyI 85 rated respiratory noises as unnoticed
and 4^9 rated it as slight, This indicates that the problem
is slight or unnoticed in Western Montana schools, which
may be due to the rising standards of our schools in provid
ing school nurses#
Shirking duty. One-half of the teachers represented in
this study rated shirking duty as slight.

This indicates that

it is noticeable in Western Montana schools.
Insubordination. Out of 150 teachers, 83 rated insub
ordination as unnoticed and 56 rated it as slight. This in
dicates that the problem is not too serious in Western Montana
schools »
OiMZ, nmMCTS.

M

Isastecs.* Among other

problems suggested by teachers and not specifically listed in
the questionnaire were such as laziness, daydreaming, giggling,
telling on one another, whispering and being irresponsible#
Summary.

As one examines the reports on classroom

discipline from teachers of Western Montana schools, it is
evident that they do not consider the problem too serious#
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HoweverI consideration must be given to the fact that to a
great extent 9 only the larger school systems are represented
in this study.

This probably places the problem of discipline

In a better light than if all schools vere taken into consider
ation# including rural schools*

The following quotation# which

is typical of the personal comments of seven teachers from the
smaller school systems# Is indicative of the type of situation
which exists# no matter how small the schools
The pendulum has swung too far in the direction
of indifferent discipline. I think much of the trouble
is directly due to a lack of home discipline— a subject
which might well be taken up in P.T.A, meetings. Many
students seem unable to comprehend a request or order
until it is repeated several times# or scaae added force
la given,1
A large majority of the returns from Missoula County
were from the city of Missoula# in wîiich there are eleven
elementary schools with a well trained and efficient ad
ministrative staff.

Perhaps this would indicate the reason

why Missoula County ranked lowest in intensity concerning
(1 ) truancy, (2) looking about without cause# and (3 ) neg
ligence concerning school work.

^Taken from one of the returned questionnaires,
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CHAPTER V
DISCIFLIîîE ON TEE PLAYGROCKD
control* Directing cMldren while playing
together la as Important as directing them while working to
gether*

In both, the clilld must learn to get along socially

with his fellow playmates end assume, as much as possible,
the responsibility for the welfare of the group*
Im Hlaismlâ» ZlalhsMs miâ Havaiii

SamlâSÂi adJÈià m

la

Western Montana* This chapter will compare the problem of
discipline on the playground in Missoula, Flatliead, and Ravalli
Counties*

These counties in turn will be compared with an

over-all view of Western Montana*
The reader must keep in mind the fact that the follow
ing infomation merely indicates the opinions of 1^0 teachers
throughout Western Montana#
Tables V-YIII Indicate the types of problems concerning
playground discipline, which were covered by the questionnaire,
and the number of teachers who rated each problem as (1) in
tense, (2) moderate, (3) slight, and (4) unnoticed*
Fighting. Out of 150 teachers throughout Western
Montana, 80 rated fighting as slight and 4l as unnoticed. This
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TABLE V
DISCIPLINE on THE PLAYGROUND
IN MISSOULA COUNTY

yighting

______ I

Z L H

Violent temper

^

^

2S 2Z

DestruetIreness

^

_JL 16 26

Coimrdiee

____ l Z 2 â

Bullying

______

a a i -2

Hate

______

m a i

Envy

_JL J i i a a i

Jealousy

_l_Z^ii

Obscenity

______

Cruelty

___ i i a a a

Bossiness

2 lias

?Each offens® represents a total o£ H>5 responses»)
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TABLE VI
DISCIPLINE 03T THE PLAYGEOÜND
IN FLATHEAD COUNTY

o
<» 4*
m «0
1 s s

%
o
<rl
1

1

•s '8
a (O 1=)

M

Fighting

____ îllJl

Bosdlness

—

Violent temper

____ hlllZ

Destructiveness

____ X1Z2Â

Cowardice

_____ l & l i

Bullying

____ 3 15 11

Ik

Hate
Envy

____ 1 I k ik

Jealousy

____ 2 i S 1 2

Obscenity

_____ l a i â

Cruelty

____

(Each offense represents a total of

responses*)
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ÎEABLE VII
DISCIPLirîE ON T E R PLAVGROÜND
IN RAVALLI COUNTY

«

I

5

<d

4»

s

*§>

a
ca

Fighting

______

Bossiness

..■—

%
o
<ri

§

t=>

12

Violent t«aper
Destructiveness

Jt

Cowardice

■Mlpkeb'

Bullying

«JL — 2 1 3 «Jit

dl^balih

Hate
Envy

______ 3 i a - J 2

Jealousy

- J L J L I l - 2

Obscenity
Cruelty

•JL — S -it X 3

(Each offense represents a total of 20 responses*r
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TABLE VIII
DISCIFLIÎTB Oîî THE PLAYGROUND
IN WESTERN MONTANA

0
0
)

4*

to 4» ^O

9

& a

^

s n

^

»-* ;sî cQ
Fighting

M

hi

Bossiness
Violent temper

_ l l Z 6Z

6 i

Destmotiveness
Cowardice

______2 i û M

Bullying

J t i î t S Z k S

Hate
Envy
Jealousy

_ a i i 2 2 ^

Obscenity

-112i3â2â.

Cruelty

_ a _ â 3 S 5£2a

(Each offense represeats^iT tô¥aï~ÔT^^" r
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would Indicate that righting as a discipline problem on the
playground, although not Intense, Is noticeable to some de
gree In over one-half our schools.
Bossiness. Approximately one-half of the 150 teachers
represented In this study rated bossiness as slight and 45
out of the 150 rated it as moderate. This would indicate
that bossiness on the playground does present a problem to
Western Montana teachers.
yiolent temper. Violent temper was rated as slight or
moderate by teachers throughout Western Montana.

Out of 150

teachers, 67 rated It as slight, i*dilch Indicates that al
though slight, it la still In evidence in almost one-half
our school playgrounds throughout Western Montana.

Destructiveness. Out of 150 teachers, ?4 rated des
tructiveness as unnoticed and 57 rated It as slight.

Here

again, the representation of the larger schools may have a
tendency to skew the picture somewhat*

In Ravalli County, In

which the returns came largely from smaller schools, we find
that out of 20 teachers, two rated destructiveness as Intense;
four as moderatef 10 as slight| and four as unnoticed.
Cowardice. Cowardice was rated to a great extent as
slight or unnoticed.

Out of 150 teachers, 83 rated It as

unnoticed end 60 rated It as slight.

This Indicates that

teachers do not consider cowardice as very Intense In our
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schools throughout Western Montana*
Bullyinjt* Out of 150 teachers, 87 rated bullying as
slight and ^5 rated It as unnoticed.

This %irould Indicate

that, although not too serious, it is still a problem on
the playgrounds throughout Western Montana schools,

Hata^envy*»»jealous?* Of the three, envy and jealousy
were rated more Intense,

Mate was unnoticed In over two-

thirds of tn<& schools represented in this study*

Jealousy

was rated more intense than envy, but both were rated to a
great extent as slight*
Obscenity* Out of 150 teachers, 76 rated obscenity as
unnoticed and 56 rated it as slight*

This would indicate

that the problem Is not too great * Out of 20 teachers in
Ravalli County, however, three rated obscenity as intense ;
four as moderate ; nine as slight; and four as unnoticed*
Cruelty. Cruelty was rated by two-thirds of the teach
ers throughout Western Montana as unnoticed.

This indicates

that the problem as considered by teachers Is not too serious.
oïhâz igafelaag.

^

lâasbszâ.

Among other

problems suggested by teachers and not specifically listed in
the questionnaire, were such as teasing, selfishness, swear
ing, smoking, quitting when losing, and pupils leaving the
school grounds without permission*
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S\3mtaarg« As on® examines playground discipline as
reported by teachers of Western Montana schools» it seems
evident that fighting» bullying and bossiness are the most
serious,
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CKàPTSH VI
DISCIPLim IN THB HALL OR CORRIDOR
Im I M M i l

£2ÏZlâ2re

Control In the hall

or corridor Is most Important before and after school, dur
ing recess, and during the lunch hour# Many schools have
safety rules concerning the conduct of children while In the
hall or corridor and supervision of the hall or corridor is
usually delegated to the teachers # During the cold winter
days, when the weather prohibits children from playing out
doors, supervision Is essential In the hall or corridor.

M il ssi Æpjccljlsr.
M z a lll MaaÈâss.» sclîà m

Elsssaâlss ZlaJfehSLâds ££iâ
j îsx

Jfofglxa .pgaatlaa

la Mestern Montana# This chapt&r «rf.ll compare the problem
of discipline concerning the hall or corridor In Missoula,
Flathead, and Ravalli Counties#

These counties In turn %rlll

be compared with an over-all view of Western Montana#
The reader must keep In mind the fact that the follow
ing information merely Indicates the opinions of 150 teachers
throughout Western Montana#
Tables IX-XXX indicate the types of problems, concern
ing hall or corridor discipline, which were covered by the
questionnaire and the number of teachers who rated each
problem as (1) Intense, (2) moderate, (3) slight, and
(If) unnoticed.
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TABUS IX
DISCIPLINE IN HALL OR CORRIDOR
IN MISSOULA COUNTY

•d
4D 4«9
>> 4* O
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Ô
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^
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^

Fighting
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(Each offense represents a total of 4$^ responses•)
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TABLE X
CISCIPLINE IN HALL OR CORRIDOR
IN FLATHEAD COTOTTY

D
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O
2O ^taO o
«
4^ <g «H 6
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Boisterousness

Petting

2 2k

Obscenity

_

^

Fighting
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Cruelty
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Destructiveness _
Sasslness
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(Each offense represents a total of

respons^ës7)
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TABLB XI
BISCIPLIHS IN HALL OR CORRIDOR
IN RAVALLI COmiTY

D
+<»
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Petting
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Fighting
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(kaoh. offensa represents a total of* 20 responses •)
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TABLE XII
DIBCIPLim IN HALL OR CORRIDOR
IN WESTERN HOHTAÎÎA

e

%

O

Û> 4>

Boisterousness

^

S ^ h Z _23L

Petting
Obscenity

JL JZ31JUJL

Fighting
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&
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Sasslnass
_Sia6ît_è5
t^ch'' of¥ens0 '“pepr'eslsnts^^^^

'of 15>0 response s •ÿ
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Boisterousnesa> Oat of 150 teachers throughout Western
Montana, 29 rated holsterousness as Intense » 53 as moderate >
^2 as slight y and 21 as unnoticed# This would indicate that
teachers consider hoisterousness a serious problem In our
Western Montana schools #
Betting# Over two-'thirds of the teachers throughout
Western Montana rated petting as unnoticed, which Indicates
that it does not present much of a problem#
Obscenity. The problœn of obscenity does not appear too
great in our Western Montana schools# Out of 150 teachers,
111 rated it as unnoticed and 31 as slight#
Fighting# Fighting was rated by 95 out of 150 teachers
as unnoticed, while ^3 rated it as slight# This would indi*
cate that it is noticeable in almost one-third of our Western
Montana schools, although not to any great extent#
Cruelty# Out of the 150 teachers throughout Western
Montana represented in this study, 121 rated cruelty as un
noticed#

This would indicate that teachers do not consider it

a very serious problem in Western Montana schools#
Destructiveness. Destructiveness was rated by 79 out
of the 150 teachers represented in this study as unnoticed,
while 52 rated it as slight, 15 as moderate, and h as in
tense# This indicates that a little less than one-half of
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our Western Montana teachers consider destructiveness in
the hall or corridor a noticeable problem#
Bassiness. Sassinass does not seem to constitute too
great a problem in Western Montana schools# Out of 150
teachers y however* 65 rated it as noticeable to seme degree
and 65 rated it as unnotioeable•
03i22S£ Er.g.1fel.$m3
M âs&^aszâ* Among other
problems suggested by teachers and not specifically listed
in the questionnaire were such as disobeying the patrol,
loitering in the halls, smoking, and failure to follow hall
rules#
Summary. In examining the over-all picture of disci
pline in the hall or corridor, it is evident that boister
ousness was the problem indicated as most prcminent by
teachers throughout Western Montana#
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CHAPTER VII
INTENSITY OF THE VARIOtTS METHODS
OF PÜNISH14ENT AmilNISTERED
Prominent In the history of our education system is
the statement made by many authors In the field of education
that very seldom in punishing a child did the severity of
the punishment fit the offense* The correction of this
practice has been stressed frequently in our modem pro
gressive philosophy concerning the discipline of the child*

in Misssiila» iX&iâmn* mi,
M r M i fismtiâs.»

3tiLss£ nt
iü Western Montana* The material presented in this chapter
m

vlll compare the punishments administered in Missoula9
Flathead, and Ravalli Counties* These counties in turn will
be compared with an over-all view of Western Montana*
The reader must be reminded again that the following
information merely indicates the opinions of the 1^0 teachers
represented in this study*
Tables XIII-XVI indicate the types of punishments ad
ministered and the number of teachers who indicated each
punishment used as (1) frequent, (2) quite often, (3 ) seldom,
and (4) not at all*
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TABLE Xtll
HJNIâl^KTS ArnimSTERED
IN MISSOULA COÜNTÏ

S
t» o
@
g
&
s
■
H
e
«
£ s m
Suspension

_

Isolation
Detention

1132
Z 2Û M

.JL 1&

Paddling <eor^
poral punishment)

12
lit 31

Physical punishment
(other than paddl-*

ins)

12 33

Beart^to-heart
talk with student

11 22

—

Reprimand

^

Jit

23 H

Threats

^ 2l12

Sarcasm

_ _

Tasks

«3 11 22 11

Expulsion

«

Depriving stu
dent of certain
rights such as
recess, etc,

^

12 22
«3 iiû

12 12 -2

(Each punishment represents a total of 41 responses,)
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TABLE XI7
PÜÏÏISHKSNTS AmiNISTERED
IN FLATBSAD COUNTY

s

o

1

9
a 4
a

g.

5

1

-

1?
a*

â
cy

®
(0

s
R

Suspension

mmm mjk ««mI

Isolation

_____ X 1 2 J 2

Detention
Paddling (eor#»
poral punishment)

_________ 5 &

Physical punishment
(other than paddl*
ing)

_____ 1 - 2

Heart-to-heart
talk with student

- 2 I S — 6 —2

Reprimand

_2 1 6 _2 _ 2

Threats

_____ 2 1 1 1 1

Sarcasm

_____ 2 _ 2 1 &

Tasks

-1

Expulsion

_________ 2 2 2

Depriving stu
dent of certain
rights such as
recess y etc*

_ 2 _2 1 2 _ 5

21

_1 1 1 _ 2
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TABLE XV

Mrnismimrs AxaiiiJiSTEEBD
IN RAVALLI COUNTÏ

Suspension

h 16

Isolation

12

Detention
Paddling (cor
poral punlsWent)
Physical punishment
(other than paddl
ing
Heart-to-heart
talk with student

11 .JZ ^

_2 12 - 1 _

Reprimand

Jt Ik «2 —

-JL

JL«l«lia

Threats

«5 11 -2

Sarcasm

_

Tasks

.JL 12

Expulsion
Depriving stu
dent ot certain
rights such as
recess, etc*

11

Jk 11 —S
JL
_212

«2 12 —1 —

(Each punishment represents a total of 20 responses*)
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TABLE XVI
PtmiSHMEÎîTS AmimSTERED
IN WESTEKN MONTANA

1
e
6
K
Suspension

"
5 1 "
y3 M« 4o^
cy % la

___ 1 aa

xssl

Isolation
Detention
Paddling {cor
poral punishment)

_____

aia_^

Physical punishment
(otlier than paddl
ing)
Heart-to-heart
talk with student

MZZ12— 6

Reprimand

2àZLhZJiS.

Threats
Sarcasm

JZ2

Tasks

_âMtü2 J ü

Expulsion

___ l U 1 2 è .

Depriving stu
dent of certain
rights such as
recessy etc*
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SaSESÊSâlsa* Tîaroughout Western Montana# suspension from
school for misconduct seems to be very low* Of the 150
teachers represented In this study, 120 Indicated that suspen
sion was not used at all and 29 indicated that it was seldom
used*
Isolation* Isolation, as indicated by teachers through
out Western Montana, was used more frequently than suspension*
Out of 150 teachers, 6o Indicated that isolation was not
used at all and ?6 indicated it as used seldom*
Detention. Evidence seems to indicate that detention
ranks fairly high as a punishment among Western Montana
teachers * Of the 150 teachers represented in this study,
five indicated it as used frequently, 4l as quite often,
59 as seldom, and 45 as not at all*

Paddling (ss HESEêI JQSaiSteat) * Almost two-thirds of
the teachers throughout Western Montana Indicated that pad
dling was not used at all as a punishment and a little over
one-third indicated that it was seldom used* This would
indicate that paddling ranks low as a punishment in our
Western Montana schools*
• ot the
150 Western Montana teachers represented in this study, 103
indicated that physical punishment, other than paddling, was
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not used at all and 36 indicated that It vas seldom used.
This indicates that physical punishment along with paddling
is not used extensively throughout the larger schools in
Western Montana.
Beart"to~heart talk. As indicated hy the Western
Montana teachers represented in this study, a heart-to-heart
talk with the child seems to be used frequently In dealing
with misconduct cases.

Out of 150 teachers,

indicated

using it as frequent, 77 as quite often, 19 as seld«ma, and
six as not at all*
Eeprimend. The use of reprimand as a punishment vas
rated high by the Western Montana teachers represented in
this study. Of the 150 teachers, 16 indicated it used as
frequently, 77 as quite often, ^2 as seldom, and 15 as not at
all#
Threats. Out of the 150 teachers represented in this
study, two indicated the frequent use of threats| 22 used it
quite often, 73 seldom, and 53 not at all. This Indicates
that approximately two-thirds of the teachers use a threat
to some degree of frequency*
Sarcasm. Of the 150 teachers represented in this study,
13 indicated the use of sarcasm as quite often, 66 as seldom,

and 70 as not at all. This indicates that sarcasm is used
in a little over one-half of our Western Montana schools,
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although not to any great extent*
Tasks. The use of tasks as a punishment seems eonslderahly high in our Western Montana schools as Indicated by
the teachers represented In this study. Of the 150 teachers,
eight indicated the use of it frequently, hh quite often,
57 seldom, and 45 not at all#

Expulsion. Expulsion in our Western Montana schools is
evidently not very much in use# Of the 150 teachers repre
sented in this study, 136 indicated that it wasn*t used at
all#
s.la.4gJLlt
jggZWa ZlSÎM# Taking away the
privileges and rights of students as a punishment for mis
conduct seems to be a ccmaon practice among Western Montana
teachers.

Of the 150 teachers represented in this study,

28 indicated the use of it frequently, 53 quite often, 53

seldom, and 11 not at all#
-Other
M is&shsm# ^ong other
punishments suggested by teachers and not specifically listed
in the questionnaire were such as fines, grades, give up
recess and physical education periods, missing school movies
and field trips, sentence writing, extra school assignments,
disapproval of the group, and having the child write a note
to parents on conduct.
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êiSffiaâiX* As on© ©zamlnes tii© punishments administered,
as reported by teachers ot Western Montana schools. It is
evident that detention, heart-to-heart talk with child,
reprimand, tasks, and depriving student of certain rights,
are among the most commonly used.
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c m P T m VIII
REMTIOKSHXP OF THE ADMIITISTBATOE, TïSACHSE, PUPIL,
A m camuHiiY cchceehing discipline

The interrelation of the administrator, pupil, parent,
and community are important in setting up and maintaining the
control of the school*
Table XVII shows the number of teachers in Missoula,
Flathead, and Ravalli Counties who indicated their opinions
concerning the type of relationship that existed between
administrator, teacher, pupil, and community* The over-all
view of the twelve counties in Western Montana is also pre
sented in this table.
Parent .coon.eratlon* The cooperation of parents con
cerning discipline problems in general is either excellent or
indifferent as indicated by Western Montana teachers* Only
one teacher out of the 150 teachers represented in this study
considered the general attitude of parents in disciplinary
matters as antagonistic*

This teacher was frcm Missoula

County*
Tenc^er-Parent relations* Teacher-parent relations as
indicated by Western Montana teachers were generally con
sidered good* Three teachers throughout Western Montana
considered them as poor*
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TABLE X V II
D IS C IP L im CCNCEBKIKG
AHaiaSTRATOR, TEACHER* C îlIL D , AÎÎD Cam UiaTY

Missoula Flathead Ravalli Western
County County County Montana
1* The cooperation of parents concerning discipline problems
in general 1st
excellent27_
19
11
indifferent10
antagonistic2* Teacher parent relations are generally:
excellent„17_
^9
good-

l’airpoor-

2 #

ZZsZ

nil

ZZSZ

7

ZMZ
3w

V
3

-â

3# Students are sent to tbe principalis office to be disci
plined:
fretjuently—
— r-wnow and then,11
VT
^
-3t
very seldcm.^'25,.
17
11
never..wZ.
3S— 5»
if* Does the administrator encourage pupils being sent to him
for discipline:

So!"

d h

nE

In matters of discipline the support of your administrator
is:
,.
always with the teacher- 2!L._
nAo-r
5
with teacherfWhen right- Ig10
usually with the teacher- _5L_
seldcxB with the teacher- 3
usually with the student- 1 .
6* Discipline in the school Is generally controlled by:
administrators only___
___
teachers only... 3
2
2.
17
teacher and administrator-11
H T
student onlyteacher and student1
-, 2 .
2.
12_
teacher,admin. .& student - 30
10
10
71
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M m often
mnlla
la 12m
office
la la disciplined? Western Montana teachers indicated that
students vers very seldom sent to the administrator’s office
to be disciplined*

Of the 150 teachers represented in this

studyI 3W- indicated it as now and then* 8l as very seldom*
and 35 as never#
Û2&3. XX âssa m l

mslli
Mims
12 M m I2 M âlSSlBUmsât 1 little over onethird of the Western Montana teachers indicated that their
administrator did encourage pupils being sent to him to be
disciplined and approximately two-thirds indicated that he
did not encourage this sort of practice# f^osi this* one
would gather that the general tendency is for administrators
to encourage teachers to handle their own disciplinary
problems as much as possible*
#ere â2Sâ I M &%E2211 2l I M
ll2 Sl22r
MLaffilBllaa .PlftMmt The western Montana teachers
represented in this study indicated that in matters of
discipline the support of the administrator varied consid
erably#

Out of 150 teachers* 61 indicated the support of

the administrator as always with the teacher* W as with
the teacher when in the right* and 36 as usually with the
teacher.

Three teachers indicated that the administrator’s

support was seldom with the teacher and two indicated that
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It was usually with the student*

The general trend seems

to he for the administrator to support the teacher In matters
of discipline*
lu
school? concerning
the control of discipline In the school, 71 of the 150
teachers represented In this study indicated that It was gen
erally controlled hy teacher, administrator, and student}
12 hy teacher and student} 49 hy teacher and administrator}
17 by teachers only} and one hy administrator only. The
general tendency seems to be for the teacher, administrator,
and student to share in the control of discipline in Western
Montana schools*
âseaiZ»

is one reviews the past chapter, the following

six points as indicated hy Western Montana teachers become
apparente

(1) the cooperation of parents concerning discipline

problems in general Is fair} (2) teacher-parent relations are
generally considered good} (3) students are very seldcm, as a
rule, sent to the administrator*s office to he disciplined}
(4) the tendency is for administrators to encourage teachers
to handle their own discipline prohlens if possible; (5) the
administrator usually supports the teacher in matters of dis
cipline ; and (6) a tendency for the administrator, teacher,
and pupil to share in the control of discipline*
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CKAFT2K IX

A COMPARISON OF THE OTIBSH OF YEARS TSACÎUNG EXI’EHISncS,
ÎTDMBSR OF CHItPBEH IN THE HCKE.ROCM, AND THE MOST
FREQUENT COMBINATION OF GRADES IN WESTERN
MONTANA SCEOOW
Graphs I and II on the following pages Indicate the
years of experience and the number of cbJLldren in the home*
room concerning the Western Montana teachers represented in
this study. The median was found by taking the middle casei
with the same number of cases above the median as below.
The middle 50 per cent was found by going one-fourth the
number of cases above and below the median.
Years of e%D_er_le.nca. The range in the number of years
of experience concerning the teachers represented in this
study ran from one through 35* The median for Missoula and
Flathead counties was 10 years | for Ravalli County seven
years j for Sanders County four years ; and for the total num
ber of teachers represented in this study it was 10 years.
The over-all picture of Western Montana is perhaps
skewed somewhat due to the representation of the larger
schools %diere tenure is better and where teachers with the
most experience are likely to be found,
la 12m home-room. In Missoula
County the total range concerning the number of children in
SL
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CF Tiïz
CF Y2AR3 CF TZAGiii?î3 :æi:nz:'Cü:
ccrcünrirîQ ïuk Tii&cazaa K'irr^r:L>iOTE0 by tbïs st’îtt î?i %i;:3C";LA,
yuiTzzAr, rüiVÂLuî, A:m SArzD&m c-:unx2i.3* ai^ c
ovsr»all
YI&W OF TI1& TWZLTS CCaOT£3 ÏH WZÜT^T? KCIîTAKA.
T«ar3 of' E%F#rlence
5

10

15

20

Klsaoiïla
Couaty
riamad
Co*üitF
Bavalll
Couaty
Sandars
Coaaty
kcaWo#
îUs3ou.la County f Rapraseat» 45 taaoîws, middle 50j3rangea
frm 5^17» median la 10 years*
Flathead County• îiapresenta 29 teachers* middle 50,'-^ranges
frca 5-15tmedian 1» 10 years*
IWvalll County# heprésout# 20 teacliers» middle 50,.Iranges
f rm 3-15» median la 7 years*
Represents 16 teachers» middle 50^ rangea
Sanders Countyi
from 3-9# median la 4 years*
Western Kcntanai
Legendi

Represents 150 teachers» middle 50» ranges
frc&a 4-16» median Is 10 years*
Total Range
Kiddle 50;f
Kedlan
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ORAPH II
CmPARISOÏÎ OF THE ÎTOBSR OF CHILDREN IN THE Hd-ÎB-EOCM

Children in h(sne-rocm
Ig

20

10

35

M?

4$

50

Missoula
County
Flathead
County
Ravalli
County
Sanders
County
Western
Montana
Missoula CountyI

Represents ^5 home->ro<ms| middle $0% ranges
from 23*32, median is 28 children#

Flathead County# Represents 29 home-rooms, middle 50% ranges
from 28*33, median is 30 children*
Ravalli County#

Represents 20 hcme*rocms, middle 50% ranges
frcsa 31*38, median is 3^ children.

Sanders County#

Represents 16 home*rooms, middle 50% ranges
from 17*25, median is 22 children.

Western Montana#

Represents 150 home*roaas, middle 50^ ranges
from 22*33, median is 30 children.

Legend t

Total Range
Middle 50^
Median
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the hame-»>pooni ran frcaa 13 to 42. The mlâdl©

?9
ranged frcm

23 through 32 and the median vas 28.

In Flathead County the total range concerning the num
ber of children in the hœie-room ran from 15 to 38. The
middle 50^ ranged frm 28 through 33 and the median was 30.
In Ravalli County the total range concerning the num
ber of children in the home-room ran from 19 to 41. The
middle 50^ ranged from 31 through 38 end the median was 34.
In Sanders County the total range concerning the num
ber of children in the h<me-room ran frcaa l4 to 48. The
middle 50^ ranged from I7 through 25 and the median vas 22#
In the over-all view of the twelve counties in Western
Montana the total range concerning the ntaaber of children
in the hmae-room ran from 13 to 48. The middle 50^ ranged
frcaa 22 through 33' and the median was 30. The over-all
view of Western Montana is perhaps more reliable due to the
larger representation, but even this over-all view merely
indicates the conditions as reported by the 150 teachers
represented in this study.
Table X7III shows the ccsnbinations in the elementary
grades represented by this study and also the number of
teachers who taught each grade. It was interesting to note
that there was no great difference In tîie number of teachers
teaching each grade as represented in this study. The com
bination of grades most common in this study was the seventh
and eighth.
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TABLE X7III
TfîACEERS REPRESENTED BY GRADES TAUGHT
THROUGHOUT WESTERN MONTANA

Grades
Taught

Number of Teachers
Teaching each Grade

k^th
5th
6th
7th

_lh_

8th
8th

U k , )

hth & 5th

5th & 6th

__ z _

7th & 8th
4th$ 5th, & 6th
6th, 7th, & 8th
150 Total

\
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TABLE XIX
CCMPARISOH BETWEEN TEACHERS WITH THREE TEARS AND LESS
EXPERIENCE AND THOSE OP SEVENTEEN OR MORE YEARS EXPERIENCE
CONCERNING CLASSROOM DISCIPLINE PROBLmS
->
e 4o
«

I,

s a,

0

I

ÏO D
a
t>l8obe<llenca
1 10
(teacher rules)
9
Truancy
Bossiness

M X (C |3
Bolsterousness
Biting finger^
nails
Lying

Violent temper

Moving around
the room
Obscenity

Playing with
objects
Cheating

Tapping wi^Ui
pencil
Stealing

Cowardice

ZlS_2*
Moving a foot
up and down
Bullying

3 d iÊ Ê '

Looking about
without cause
Destructiveness
(property)
Bluffing

1

ZLdÛÛ*

__ a
_____ â

Cruelty

- û d

Impudent

M*

Coughing, clear
ing of throat,
loud breathing
and sneezing

à m *

Shirking duty

il*

Jealousy-envy

Insubordination

Negligence
(school work)
^
Thoughtlessly
drawing pictures.^

^Seventeen years experience
or more
(34 teachers in each group)

_2_&
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TABLE XX
CCa-iPAEISOH BETWEEN TEACHERS WITH TWENTY PUPILS OK LESS
IN THEIR HOiB-ROm AND THOSE WITH THIRTY-SIX
OR MORE PUPILS IN THEIR Ha4E-R0CM
%
^ -H

IaI
■a

1a

Dlso'bediencd
(teacher rules)
Truancy

t

•eo

1 1 3

1

o
€

Boisterousness
2 1 2 3 jBiting finger
nails
Lying

à

Bossiness

Violent temper

Moving around
the room
Obscenity

Playing with
objects
Cheating

Tapping with
pencil
Stealing

Cowardice

Moving a foot
up and down
Bullying

® e ^
i s Ô

3 3

la
d

m

ît
_________

Impudent
la 11*

Jealousy-envy
hate
Negligence
(school work)
13
Thoughtlessly
^
drawing pictures__l

L!t lit

Cruelty

«■Mp

Looking about
without cause
Destructiveness ^
(property)
JL
Bluffing
__

Jt

Ilia
10-2*

iklh
_1_£12U-

Coughing» clear
ing of throatf
loud breathing
and sneesing
Insubordination
3 3 E E *

n i l

lan*

Ë i -

Shirking duty
12
♦Teachers having 36 or more
pupils in their home-rocm#
(28 teachers in each group)
3
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Gomparlng classroom szAblmm SZ ISSS SSBSZlsaSââ
teachers with those st more experience* There is no great
significant difference hetvreen teachers with three years or
less experience and those %rlth seventeen or more. However|
the slight difference which does exist# as shown hy Table XIX#
seems to favor the more experienced teacher. In each case
the more experienced teachers rated the problems less intense#

Smpaflan almszpm
Isaa. Ækaâmta Jüa

2Î.imaslmm

2a sz

M U Mms. ziMzz muz*

There is a noticeable difference in the intensity of class
room problems existing in large îwme-rooms and maall ones#
As Table XX indicates, the teadiers with large home-rooms
rated classroom problems slightly more intense in every case#
The most noticeable difference concerned such problems as
boisterousness, impudence, shirking duty, and insubordination#
Simmarv. In looking back over the past chapter, the
following itœns stand out;

(1) the median number of years

teaching experience is 101 <2) the median number of children
in the hcme-rocsn is 30; <3) the ccsablnation of grades most
common is the seventh and eighth; (^) the less experienced
teachers rated classroom problems more intense than those
with more experience; and (5) teachers with large home-roaas
rated classrocm problems more intense than those with anall
home-rooms #
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CHAPTBH X
SUWKàRÏ, CONCLUSIONS, AND RSCm^BNDATIONS

Smoiaarv. The prohibas most prominent in the classroom
as Indicated hy Western Montana teachers were neglecting
school work, looking about without cause, and playing with
objects.

This does not indicate that the problem of class»

room discipline is very serious throughout Western Montana.
On the playground, the most prominent problems indicated
by Western Montana teachers were fighting, bossiness, and
bullying. Bossiness and bullying are very much alike in
some respects. The bossy Individual may bully another into
submitting to his orders and vice-versa*
Boisterousnoss was the problem most outstanding in
the hall or corridor as indicated by Western Montana teachers
represented in this study#
The most ccamaonly used punishments as indicated by West
ern Montana teachers were detention, reprimand, tasks, heartto-heart talks, and depriving students of certain rights#
Among the interrelationship of the administrator,
teacher, pupil, and parent concerning discipline are the
following factors as Indicated by Western Montana teachers t
(1) the cooperation of parents concerning discipline prob
lems in general is fair; (2) teacher-parent relations are
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generally considered good; (3) students are very seldom,
as a rule, sent to the administrator*s office to be disci
plined; (4) the tendency is for administrators to encourage
teachers to handle their own discipline problems if possible;
(5) the administrator usually supports the teacher in
matters of discipline; (6) there is a tendency for the admin
istrator, teacher, and pupil to share in the control of disci
pline; (7) the median number of years teaching experience is
10, with the reminder that the picture is perhaps skewed smawhat due to the representation of the larger schools; (8) the
median number of children In the home-rocm is 30; and (9) the
combination of grades most common is the seventh and eight*
Conclusions. As one examines the over-all picture of
discipline in Western Montana, due consideration must be
given the factors which tend to distort the picture* The
fact that the information presented in this study merely
indicates the opinions of 150 teachers throughout Western
Montana must be recognized* The representation of the
larger schools indicates three things which may also dis
tort the true picture* These three things are:

(1) an

efficient and well-trained administrative staff; (2) ex
perienced teachers; and (3) in the larger school systems
the school is more easily divorced from the ccanmunity and
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disciplinary problems are not usually brought to light, being
more or less submerged in the over-all picture of school
administration.
After taking -tties© factors Into consideration it is
evident that the discipline problem in the upper elementary
schools throughout Western Montana is perhaps placed in a
better light than if all schools were represented, including
rural schools.
Educational practice always lags behind educational
theory, but one thing %dilch this study seems to indicate is
that the larger schools throughout Western Montana are making
rapid progress In closing this gap between theory and
practice.
Regardless of how dmiooratlc our classrooms become
there is the need to supress the will of the child by force.
This should only be done, however, as a last resort and even
then with certain restrictions*
Recommendations. In view of the fact that this paper
was rather limited in scope, it Is here roccmmended that a
further study be conducted concerning the intensity of the
discipline problem In the upper elementary schools throughout
Western Montana. Further study concerning this problem should
concentrate on the smaller schools, including all rural areas.
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Arlee» Mcntana
Dear Administrator i
As part of my Master’s program at Montana State University#
I am making a study of the intensity of the discipline problem
in grades fottp through eight In schools throughout Western
Montana*
I realize that a teacher’s time Is valuable end that the
school year Is about ended* !çftrefore, I have devoted consid
erable time to the construction of a questionnaire vhich will
be relatively easy to answer# and yet will enable the teacher
to give me the maximum of pertinent information*.
This study Is not intended to be a criticism of what your
school does# nor of your methods of handling discipline* In
fact I prefer that the returns be anonymous so that I# or
anyone who reads the results of my study# will not be able to
Identify any school or any teacher*
I believe that# in the light of many things that have hap
pened recently in various schools in this state, my study is
pertinent. It is bound to give Montana teachers and adminis
trators some information about the discipline problem which
will be helpful*
Obviously# I must have your help if my project is to be of
any real significance* Will you please distribute these enve
lopes to the teachers teaching grades four through eight
respectively? Thank you.
Sincerely yours#
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Arlesÿ Montana
Bear Fellow Teacher*
As part of my Master’s program at Montana State University,
I am making a study of the intensity of the discipline problem
In grades four through eight in schools throughout Western
Montana,
I realise that your tine Is valuable and that the school
year is about ended. Therefore, I have devoted considerable \
time to the construction of a questionnaire which will be rel4
atlvely easy to answer, and yet will enable you to give me
the maximum of pertinent information.
This study is not Intended to be a criticism of what your
school does, nor of your methods of handling discipline. In
!

fact I prefer that your return be anonymous so that I, or any
one who reads the results of my study, will not be able to
Identify any school or any teacher,
I believe that, in the light of many things that have hap
pened recently in various schools in this state, my study is
pertinent*

It is bound to give Montana teachers end adminis

trators some information about the discipline problem which
will be helpful#
Obviously, I must have your help if my project is to be
of any real significance. Won’t you please fill in and return
the questionnaire promptly? A self-addressed envelope is
enclosed. Thank you.
Sincerely yours.
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A SUETSY OF THS INTENSITY OF DISCIPLINE PROBLEMS
THROUGHOUT WESTERN MONTANA
directions t

Please answer all parts
as frankly and carefully
as you possibly can.
Where checks are called
for, use this symbol ( ),
I. DISCIPLINE PROBLEMS BY LOCATION;
A. Discipline in the classroom.
e
o

Disobedience
(teacher rules)
^Truancy
Bossiness
Cowardice
Violent t«mper
eying with
objects
Cheating
Moving a foot
up and down
^Bullying
Looking about
without cause
Destructiveness
(property)
Bluffing
Jealousy-envy

hate

o
«

O

4*

«8
ft
<D

Si

.a
CtO
tH
CO

1
«H
Q
§

Place a check ( )
In the column at the
right which you think
best answers the in*
tensity of each prob
lem in your school.

Negligence
(school work ^
ThoughtleS3Iv
drawing pic
tures
Boisterousness
Biting finger
nails
_
^Lying

^

Moving around
the room
_
Obscenity
^Tapping with
pencil
_
__8tealing

_

Cruelty
Impudent
Coughing, clear
ing the throat,
loud breathing
and sneezing _
Shirking duty _
Insubordinatlon
_
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A* Disciplina In the elassrocoa (cont'd)
List below others you think of as being important and not
covered # Indicate the intensity of each*

B* Discipline on the playground*
^Fighting
^^Bosainess

—
— — —

___jriolent temper

_^te

___ ___

Bnw

________

__Jealouay

_J)estruetivon©ss ____ ____
__Cowardice

_____________

___JBullying

____________

Obscenity
____Cruelty

^
________
_ _

List below others you think of as being important and not
covered* Indicate the intensity of each#

C* Discipline in hall or corridor#
Boisterousness ____________
___Cruelty
__
Petting
Destructiveness
^
_
Obscenity
_
Sasslness ___ ___ __
___yighting
—
List below others you think of as being important and not
covered* Indicate the intensity of each.
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II. PtJHISÏ34EOT31
«
44

4a

a

0

I
e ri
e
4->

.Suspension

&

p
&

g

"O
rH
0
CO

.Isolation
.Detention
.Paddling (cor
poral punishment
.Reprimand
.Threats
Sarcasm

M
M
0
-P
m

4»

0

^Physical puni
shment (other
than paddling .
Heart-to-heart
talk with stu
dent
_JDasks
__Peprivlng stu
dent of certain
rights such as
recess, etc.

Below list any punishments used in your school# Indicate fre*
quency of use of each*

III* PERSOML INFORMATION
I# What grade or grades do you teach?
II* What is the number of pupils in your entire elemen
tary school? .....
What is the number of pupils in your room (heme
room)? .....
III* How many years have you taught? _____
IV* Concerning discipline problems, in general, is the
cooperation of parents (check one) * excellent? ..
Indifferent?
antagonistic?__
V. Are teacher-parent relations generally (check one):
excellent? .. good? . . fair?___ poor? __
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VI#

VII*
VIII*

Are students sent to the principal| or superintendent’s
office to be disciplined (check one) s frequently? _
now and then? __ very seldcm? ____ never?
Does the superintendent or principal encourage you to
send pupils to him for discipline? Yes
No
In matters of discipline do you feel the support of
your administrator is (check one)i
always with the teacher?__
with the teacher only when she is in the right? ,
usually with the teacher? .
seldom with the teacher?
usually with the student?

IX*

Is school discipline in your school generally controlled
by (check one)%
administrators only? . .
teachers only? .
teacher and administrator?
student only? __
teacher and student? __
teacherf administrator, and student? __
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